
Video 
Collaboration 
for K-12 
Education

Benefits of Video in Schools
 f Delivers equitable experiences in-person, remote and hybrid with high quality video  
and audio

 f Expands curriculum by allowing distance learning opportunities including shared  
AP classes between facilities and advanced knowledge sharing from experts in  
the subjects

 f Allows focus on teaching instead of technology because the system wakes up when 
the teacher walks in the room and the cameras and microphones automatically track 
and follow the teacher

 f Maximizes facility options by creating instructional spaces in gymnasiums, libraries 
and other spaces with mobile cart solutions

 f Empowers users regardless of device or location with BYOD solutions
 f Increases user adoption and cost efficiency by working with familiar video 
platforms (Google, Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Cisco Webex, etc.)

Video collaboration has the potential to achieve more for K-12 schools than simply the 
hybrid learning techniques that were meant to deal with a pandemic. The rapid adoption of 
video collaboration around the world has created a new reality for learning that brings with 
it big possibilities. Let’s explore how video can help you deliver better experiences, improve 
learning opportunities, and increase class options for students regardless of whether they 
are in-person, remote, or hybrid.

Maximizes Facilities Easy to Use Expands Curriculum 

Check us out at
roomready.com



Email: HelpMe@RoomReady.com.

Our Six-Step Process
Through our proven six-step process, we work together to develop a solution 
that meets your facility’s needs from day one. We assemble and test all 
solutions before they arrive in your building, which means minimal downtime 
for installation, allowing you to get back to educating sooner

Are you ready to deliver exceptional video  
learning experiences for all your students?
Let’s talk about the possibilities.

Library doubles as a learning space.

High school classroom set up for 
distance learning and hybrid learning. 

 Elementary classroom set up for flexibility 
with a mobile cart.
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